When searching for new physics with top quarks, we hope to discover new particles that in some way prefer the top quark. "Prefer" could mean that they couple more strongly to the top than to other matter particles, or that they can be found most likely via their interaction with tops for phenomenological reasons. To develop a search strategy, it is instructive to think about what role the top quark has played in our latest discovery of a fundamental particle, the Higgs boson. The proverbial search for the "needle in the haystick" is grounded in the fact that the Higgs cannot be produced directly from gluon-gluon interactions in proton-proton collisions. Higgs production at the LHC is a rare process compared to the large background from QCD and other electroweak processes. Moreover, one of the main discovery channels, pp → h → γγ, is not only suppressed in production, but also in decay.
Resonant Higgs production with subsequent decay to two photons can be approximately described by an effective Lagrangian
where h is the neutral excitation of the Higgs field, v is its vacuum expectation value, and G a µν and F µν are the field-strength tensors of the strong and electromagnetic interactions. The Wilson coefficients C g and C γ parametrize the small interactions of the Higgs with gluons and photons. In the standard model, they are given by [1] C g = α s 12π ≈ 0.003,
The source of these small interactions is the exchange of a virtual heavy top quark, as illustrated in this picture. with Yukawa coupling In the heavy-top limit m t m h the couplings C g and C γ are independent of the top mass. This fact relies on the assumption that the top quark receives its mass through the Yukawa coupling y t , so that m t = y t v and C g,γ ∼ y t v/m t . Measurements of Higgs production and decay are thus an indirect test of top mass generation through the Higgs mechanism.
The relation between mass and Yukawa coupling has been experimentally tested with good precision for all fermions of the third generation [26, 27] . This confirms the flavor hierarchy of the Yukawa couplings, y t ≈ 1 y b > y τ . The strong top Yukawa coupling breaks the flavor symmetry of the standard-model gauge interactions
This symmetry breaking induces rare meson decays through the top-quark at one-loop level. Measurements of these decays and other flavor observables set strong bounds on the possible flavor structure of any new interaction that breaks the flavor symmetry [2] . In particular, couplings of new scalars to quarks ought to feature a similar flavor hierarchy as the Higgs couplings themselves.
Heavy new physics with tops
By studying the interactions of the Higgs boson, we have indirectly obtained information on the top quark that induces them. We can turn this strategy around and ask what we can learn about potential new virtual particles that affect the interactions of the top quark. Two main types of new physics can modify the top couplings: heavy particles with sizeable top couplings or hidden particles with very weak couplings that could potentially be light: In the left picture, a heavy new fermion with top-like properties appears as a modification of the top Yukawa coupling at low energies. On the right, a new gauge-singlet scalar mixes with the Higgs boson and induces a very similar modification in top couplings. We will come back to this second scenario later in Section 2. Let us first focus on heavy new particles with top couplings. In the search for heavy new physics, there are at least four good reasons to choose the top:
• New particles like scalars, axions or tensors will typically have flavor-hierarchical fermion couplings, so that they couple most strongly to top quarks.
• Top-quark production at the LHC is accurately predicted and measured, which allows us to probe top interactions at a high level of precision.
• The large variety of top observables gives us access to the properties of top couplings, like top chirality, gauge structure, and Lorentz structure. This helps us to distinguish between different types of new physics.
• The top quark occurs as a virtual particle in loop-induced flavor processes. This allows us to study the same top interactions at the GeV scale and thus learn about their energy dependence.
In the absence of clear hints for new physics, such a search is organized well in the framework of a standard model effective theory (SMEFT), which considers the standard model as an effective low-energy description of a richer theory with new resonances at higher energies. SMEFT provides us with a gauge-invariant, complete and largely model-independent classification of indirect effects of new physics in LHC observables. New or modified interactions are described by the effective Lagrangian
In the top sector, there are about 20 operators O i of mass-dimension six, if we assume that the underlying theory is blind to the flavor of light fermions [3, 4] . This relatively large number of possible manifestations of new physics calls for a global analysis of top observables at the LHC.
Top observables at the LHC
To scrutinize the top sector for heavy new physics, we parametrize each observable in terms of Wilson coefficients C i as
Each of these coefficients is constrained directly and also through correlations with other coefficients from LHC measurements of top observables. Several global analyses of top-pair production, single-top production and boson-associated top production have been performed [5, 6, 7, 8] . In Figure 1 we show the results of the most recent global fit to LHC top data from Run I and Run II [8] . The most sensitive observables probe scales of new physics around Λ/ √ C ≈ 1 TeV. This is comparable to the reach of direct searches for new resonances.
While indirect searches currently do not probe individual operators at scales beyond the collision energy, we can use the wealth of observables in top-pair production to distinguish the operator properties and thus pinpoint the nature of possible new physics effects. In particular, we can
• distinguish between four-quark operators and the top-gluon dipole operator;
• identify the top's chirality in four-quark operators; • determine the flavor and weak isospin of light quarks in four-quark operators.
To distinguish four-quark from dipole operators, we make use of the fact that they change the kinematics of the top in top-pair production. For concreteness, let us look at the two operators
At high energies E m t , the cross section of top-pair production scales as
Contributions of four-quark operators grow quadratically in energy. Contributions of the top-gluon dipole operator have a much softer energy dependence, due to the required chirality flip ∼ m t and the insertion of the Higgs vacuum expectation value v. We can therefore distinguish between four-quark and dipole operators by measuring the shapes of kinematic distributions in top-pair production.
The chirality structure of a four-quark operator can be identified by combining measurements that are symmetric and antisymmetric under top-antitop exchange. The charge asymmetry in toppair production, A C , is very sensitive to axial-vector currents and thus provides information on the chirality structure. For example, let us consider two operators that differ only by the chirality of the top quark
In Figure 2 , left, we show that the top-antitop cross section (in red) constrains a circular region of the two-dimensional parameter space, while the charge asymmetry (in black) leaves an unexplored direction along the top vector current C 8 tq +C 1,8 Qq .
Finally, operators with a different weak isospin structure like
contribute to the cross section of top-pair production through the combination
where r is the ratio of contributions from partonic up-quark and down-quark processes. To distinguish the weak isospin structure of the operators, we can either probe top-pair production at high energies, where r = 2. Or we combine top-pair production with associated ttW or ttZ production, which depend on the isospin structure through different combinations of Wilson coefficients. In Figure 2 , right, we show the complementarity of tt (red), ttW (blue) and ttZ (yellow) production in their sensitivity to O 1,8 Qq and O 3,8
Qq . The strong bound of the combined fit (the blue area) demonstrates once more the strength of a global analysis in deciphering the nature of new physics with top couplings.
Tops in flavor observables
While resonant top production at the LHC probes top interactions in tree-level processes, flavor observables are sensitive to top interactions at the loop level. In particular, rare meson decays through flavor-changing neutral currents are very sensitive to electroweak top couplings [9, 10] . The high sensitivity is due to the fact that rare decays are indeed rare in the standard model, but can be strongly enhanced by new physics with a different flavor and/or gauge structure. This makes flavor observables at least comparable and often even more sensitive to top couplings than LHC observables.
Let us illustrate the complementarity of LHC and flavor observables with an example. The SMEFT operator [4] 
modifies the tbW coupling. It contributes to electroweak single-top production at the LHC, but also to rare semi-leptonic B meson decays B → K ( * ) + − : Since in GeV-scale processes neither the top quark nor the W boson appear as dynamical degrees of freedom, rare meson decays are conveniently described by the weak effective theory. To calculate the impact of O 3 HQ on B → K ( * ) + − , the interactions of the standard model effective theory need to be matched onto the weak effective theory and evolved down to the GeV scale via the renormalization group. The one-loop matching for dimension-six operators has recently been completed [12, 13, 14] . This allows us to relate LHC observables and flavor observables in a global analysis of top-quark interactions.
Several analyses have investigated this relation for a subset of operators and/or observables [11, 15, 16] . They find that flavor observables are generally more sensitive to top couplings than LHC observables. The latter are still very useful to break blind directions in the parameter space of Wilson coefficients, occurring in flavor observables that typically depend on a combination of coefficients.
The relative effect of top operators in LHC and flavor observables depends on the assumed flavor structure of the Wilson coefficients (C) αβ , α, β = {1, 2, 3}, which are in general 3 × 3 matrices in flavor space. Within the framework of minimal flavor violation, the coefficients (C 3 HQ ) αβ can either be aligned with the down-type or the up-type Yukawa couplings, so that the left-handed quark doublets read down − type : Q = (u α V * αb , b) L , up − type : Q = (t,V tα d α ) L , (1.9)
where V is the CKM matrix. In case of down-alignment, only the tbW coupling will be modified. For up-alignment, also the tsW coupling will change, as we have illustrated in the figure above. While LHC observables are largely blind to flavor structures, flavor observables rely crucially on them. In a global analysis of LHC and flavor data, we always need to specify the underlying flavor structure of the UV theory the analysis should be interpreted for.
Light new physics with tops
New physics need not necessarily to be heavy to hide in current observations. If it couples to the standard model only very weakly, it might easily have gone undetected so far. As we saw in Section 1, a light scalar singlet that mixes with the Higgs boson is a prominent example of such kind of hidden new physics. Moreover, a light, weakly interacting scalar could be a mediator to a larger hidden sector that contains dark matter candidates [25] . Consider an extension of the standard model by a singlet scalar field φ and a singlet Dirac fermion χ interacting through the following Lagrangian [23, 24] Due to the mixing θ , the scalar S inherits all couplings of the standard-model Higgs boson, suppressed by sin θ . As a consequence, the scalar has flavor-hierarchical couplings and couples most strongly to top quarks. At the same time, the overall Higgs coupling strength is modified by cos θ , and the Higgs boson h inherits a coupling to dark fermions. We can therefore search for such a hidden scalar in both top and Higgs observables. 
Hidden sectors at the LHC
At the LHC we can produce scalars up to the TeV scale through their coupling to top quarks. If the scalar decays invisibly via S → χχ, it leaves signatures with missing energy, potentially in association with top quarks. The most relevant channels are top-pair production [17, 18, 19] and t−channel single-top production with a hard jet j [20, 21] , pp → ttS → ttχχ , pp → t j S → t j χχ . LHC searches for both signals have shown that scalar couplings to tops of O(1) are excluded for m S 300 GeV [22] . The sensitivity is mostly limited by the sizeable background from top and electroweak processes, which must be tamed with a multi-variate statistical analysis. On the other hand, these searches are quite unique in directly probing heavy hidden scalars at the LHC. If the scalar couples only through mixing, Higgs observables are more sensitive than top observables. The reduction of all Higgs couplings by cos θ has been constrained in a combined analysis of Higgs production and decay channels [26, 27] . Moreover, if the scalar connects to a light dark sector it induces invisible Higgs decays h → χχ. In Fig. 3 , left, we show the current bounds from invisible Higgs decays (grey area) and projections for h → χχ and the Higgs signal strength at the HL-LHC [28] (grey dashed). The sensitivity reaches mixing angles of θ ∼ 10 −2 − 10 −3 and thus probes smaller scalar couplings than searches for tops and missing energy.
Hidden sectors in flavor
In Section 1.2, we saw that rare meson decays are good indirect probes of heavy new physics with top couplings. Here we show that these decays also have a great potential to probe light new particles in direct production. Processes like B → K ( * ) ¯ and K → π ¯ , where = {e, µ, τ, ν}, are rare in the standard model, but can happen at much higher rates if a light scalar couples to the virtual top quark and induces a two-body decay B → K ( * ) S or K → πS [29] .
If the scalar decays invisibly, we can search for B → K ( * ) χχ, K → π χχ or B d,s → χχ decays with missing energy in the final state. Existing searches for the standard-model process B → K ( * ) νν and B d → νν exclude scalar mixing down to θ ∼ 10 −2 , as shown in yellow and green in Figure 3 , left. At Belle II the reach can be extended by an order of magnitude down to θ ∼ 10 −3 (dashed curves). The projected sensitivity is higher than in Higgs observables, provided that the hidden sector is light enough to be produced in meson decays. Kaon decays provide an interesting alternative for very light scalars (in blue).
If the scalar couples only very weakly to the standard model and cannot decay otherwise, its lifetime becomes large at detector scales. In this case it will leave a characteristic signal of displaced lepton or light meson pairs in the detector [29, 30] . Searches for displaced muon pairs from B → K ( * ) S(→ µ + µ − ) have been performed by the LHCb [33, 34] and BaBar [35] collaborations. They probe scalar mixing down to θ ∼ 10 −4 , as shown in blue in Figure 3 . Belle II has the potential to extend the reach to θ ∼ 10 −5 [32] by searching for B → K ( * ) S(→ ff ) in final states ff = {µ + µ − , τ + τ − , π + π − , K + K − , . . .}, see Figure 3 . Compared to BaBar, Belle II will collect a much larger data set and will benefit strongly from the reconstruction of the kaon in the final state. Compared to LHCb, the B mesons produced at Belle II mesons are much slower. This results in a smaller boost of the long-lived scalars, which therefore decay more likely within the vertex detector. Remarkably, Belle II can probe parts of the search region at future far-distance detectors like FASER, SHiP, Codex-b or Mathusla. These prospects clearly motivate more extensive searches for long-lived particles with or without dominant top couplings at Belle II.
This concludes or brief introduction to new physics searches with top quarks. We have shown how high-and low-energy observables are complementary in their sensitivity to modified top couplings, but also to light hidden sectors that couple to the top. In the case of a discovery, this synergy of different experimental probes will help to identify the underlying features of the new phenomena.
